Pine Creek Genetics in Fowler

We are currently looking to fill a part time courier position to deliver our product to the southern portion of the state.

This position is currently Mondays and Thursdays starting at 10 am. The shift runs approximately 8-11 hours depending upon the number of stops on the route.

Car and gas card are provided. We will consider more than one person to split between days so if there is a candidate than can work on one day and not the other, we can work around that.

Starting pay is $12.50 per hour.

Please apply here: https://recruiting2.ultipro.com/MAS1009MASC/JobBoard/9bdadda1-516a-4204-ac55-d335ab9a049f/OpportunityDetail?opportunityId=429bb969-4f66-48ce-a7d6-ea21da072839